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CHAPrER I
INTRODUCTION
"The tall man, his face heavy w1 th grief and shock, rested his
hand on the leather covers of a Bible and repeated the words read
in a trembling and almost inaudible voice by the gray haired woman
standing before hims
I do solomnly swear that I will perform the duties
of the President of the United states to the best of my
ability ani defend, protect, and perserve the Constitution
of the United States. So help me God."1
Thus, the brand of ~don Baines Johnson was burned into the
pages of .American history. 'What judgments history will finally
pass

concerning the wisdom and greatness of his leadership is un-

known.

Only time can bring the perspective, through which the

evaluation of the policies and leadership of Johnson can be made.
Yet authors of today are turning out volumes dealing w1 th the life
of this world leader.

Because the contemporary author lacks the

prespective time brings, what they sa;y in evaluating policies ani
leadership is less valuable than the understanding brought through
observations and accounts left by these authors.
All history will know of the personality and nature of the
world leader by the accounts left by these contemporary writers.
No one fully understands arother individual.

Rarely do individuals

-2really understand themselves.

The writer is limited to the view

he has of the world leader by the relationship he has with him.
By understanding the nature of the contemporary author's relationship to his subject, the scholar will be able to evaluate the kinds
of observations a writer may reliably recount, and thus, be better
able to judge the insight of the contemporary book.
Another important aspect which scholars must consider when
dealing wi. th contemporary work is what motivated the author to
write the book.

The motive is a great influence in the attitude

the author takes toward his subject.

The motive plays an import-

ant role in determining the subject content with which the book
deals.

By having an understanding of the author's motive and re-

lationship to his subject, the sch?lar is better able to evaluate
the insights found in the contemporary book.
Over sixty books have been wr1 tten dealing with Lyndon Baines
Johnson.

The method of investigation will be to detennine the

authors I motives for writing and their relationships to Johnson.
Authors having similar relationships will be grouped to represent
the varioueperspectives from which Johnson's contemporary authors
saw him.

The study will be limited to only those books which are

of serious scholarly value.

Thus, pietoral, cartoon, children's,

and other such books will not be included in this investigation.
The study is further 11m1ted to dealing only with books, articles

-3from journals, and magazines; pSlllphlets will not be included.
Opinions and evaluations of Johnson's leadership vary greatly.

One generalization on which all authors tend to agree is that

Johnson was a. master politician.
topic under · investigation.

His power technique will be the

This power technique will be examined

from the perspectives of contemporary authors.
The study will answer the following questio~s z

(l) What do

contemporary authors say were Iqndon Baines Johnson's power techniques for winning legislative support?

(2) \-fuat do contemporary

authors say were Johnson's power techniques for handling his staff?

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Power Technique.

Methods used to influence individuals to

support and follow the ideas of a leader.

Co~temporary Biographers.

Authors who lived during the

subject's life time.

Perspect1 ve. The relationship through which the writer came
to know the subject.
~- ~- 1,_.

Lynd.on Baines Johnson.

As a world leader, ]Qndon Johnson was surrounded by men.

The

accounts left by these men give history an opportunity to examine
L. B. J. from a wide variety of perspeoti ves.

By choosing an aspect

-4of any world leader's career and investigating the full scope of
the accounts left by contemporary authors, scholars will learn
much of the personal ?Jature and personalities of the world leader
as the contemporary writers found relevant to their personal perspective.

CHAPTER II
PERSPECTIVES ON JOHNSON
The purpose of this section of the investigation is to
review the contemporary books dealing with L. B. J.

The books have been grouped into six categories based on
the authors• relationship to I.13J.

The first group is composed

of books written by the .friends and family of LBJ.

The second

group contains books written by men who liked Johnson. Most of
these books were authorized biographies and pro-Johnson campaign
biographies.
Johnson.

The third group is composed of authors who disliked

This group constitutes a large number of anti-Johnson

campaign books.

The fourth group is composed of books written by

authors who studied and observed LBJ.

Journalists and newspaper-

men dominate this group; however, there is a scattering of historians
mixed with them.

These books are presented in a rough chronological

sequence as determined by topical scope. The last two sections are
not included in the study.

They are presented as

aids to any student who may need them.
written by LBJ.

biographical

The first are the books

Only two are true books.

of Johnson's speeches.

~

The rest are collections

The second is the non-scholarly material.

These are the pictorial, cartoon, and other such books which are
on the mere fringe of the contemporary works about LBJ.
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-1There are some valuable human insights given by Sam Houston
Johnson about his ~rother.

!

White House Diary by Lady Bird Johnson is the longest of

the intimate books.

In explaining her motive for writing the

book, Lady Bird States:

I realized shortly after November 22 that • • • I
atood in a unique position, as a wif'e of the President
of the United States. Nobody else would 1ive through
the· next months quite the way I would and see the
events unroll from this vantage point. And this certain portion of time I wanted to perserve aa it happened.l
Lady

Bird also describes how she gathered the information

for the book,
I soon evolved the system of having a manila envelope
for each day with amimeographed sheet in it on which my
secretary wrote the day's appointments. Then I would
collect or ask her to collect two or three newspaper
headlines of the day's stories that related to ~don•s
doings, ••• speech cards, ••• guest lists, •••
programs. Then when I would record, I would have the
material at hand to put me back in the mood atxi the
spirit of that day.2

The book also deals w1th Lady Bird's life as the first lady.
There is little attention given to serious politics.
Ruffles

!E2. Flourishes,

by Liz Carpenter, is particularly

revealing about J.1.fe in the Johnson White House.

a long time member of the LBJ staff.

The author is

She served as staff Director

and Press Secretary to Lady Bi.rd during the John.eon presidency.
·The book is based on Mrs. Carpenter's experiences, and is revealing about the personal ll.fe of the first .family.

-8-

!h!

Lyndon Johnson Story, by Booth Mooney, gives a chrono-

logical account of Johnson's life up to the assassination of
John Kennedy.
seventeen.

The author has been a newspapermen since he was

He has known Johnson since 1952. For six years

during the time Johnson was
Executive Assistant.

&

Senator, Mooney served as his

This is an authorized biography which was

rewritten for the 1964 campaign.

Mooney gives no source oredi ts.

The book is a veey light portrayal of Iqndon Baines Johnson,
~

Professional Lyndon ~• Johnson by William s. White is

another campaign biography.

White is a long -U.me friend of U3J.

Both men came to Washington from Tex.as about the same time.
Because of his friendship, White was LBJ's inside man from the
press.

The book offers some valuable discussions concerning

LBJ's philosophy and power techniques.

Most of the book's

attention is given to Johnson's experience as a Senate Leader.

!,!;,! President Steps~,

by George Christian, I&Jls third

Press Secretary, is not a general biography.

As Christian states,

This book does not seek to interpret what is commonly
called the grand sweep of ~don Johnson's years in the
'White House ••• What it does seek to do is to telescope
one critical period in the Johnson presidency ••• the final
months of his administration when major decisions were still
required but freedom of action became more restricted.)
Christian was uell qualified to write on this topic.

He had been

Special .Assistant to the President and Press Secretary from 1966
to 1968. A Texan and graduate of the University of Texas, Christian

started his career as a correspondent for International News
Service.

He moved in the political area as the assistant to

Price Danials, the Senator, and later Governor of Texas.

When

Daniels left the Governorship, Christian became . assistant to
his successor John Connally.

From the Connally Administration

he moved into the White House staff, and worked his

way

up the

Johnson power structure to become an important member of I.BJ's
inner circle.

I LIKE LYNDON

Just as there are books whose objective is to criticize,
there a.re books which praise.

An understanding of the nature of

judgments made by the favorable authors must be kept in mind.
These books are, if kept in the proper prospective, valuable
sources of information •
.Many of the books praising LBJ came out of the 1964 campaign.
~

2f_ Reason by Kurt Singer and James Sherrod is an enmple of

this type of campaign biography-.

The writers are professionals

whose books were written for The Man of Achievement Series,
published by T. s. Denison and Company.

The scope of the book

covers Johnson•e political career from his job as seoretru:-y to
a Texas congressman through the early months after John Kennedy's

assassination.

The book was read and authorized by LBJ. The

authors show a keen admiration for Johnson;
Indeed Lyndon Baines Johnson, who started as a
shoeshine boy, dishwasher and ditchdigger, is a very
big man, not only in physique, but in all dimensions as a human being, a humanitarian, an American, a flag
bearer for the United States and a leader of the Free
World . 4
Lyndon B. Johnson by Harry Provience is another campaign

biography.

Like

!

~

of Reason, this book deals with the

political career of LBJ.

Provience gives no indication as to

his sources or his relation with LBJ; but the book is a very
complementary biography.

~~~Johnson City by Clark Newlon is the last of
the general campaign biographies.

The author gives a much

better account of his sources than the first two.

Many

of

Johnson's old comrads and associates were interviewed in compiling the book.

Newlon claims "the manuscript was not read

(except in small part) or cleared by the White House"•' The

scope of the book lightly covers the high points of LBJ's
political career with some very useful information about bis

early political development.
~

Mission is quite different from the other campaign

biographies. Martin Cardin, the author, was given the task
of describing Johnson's activities in the Navy during World
War II.

The book is apparently an effort to use Johnson I s

-11var record, which was not really important or impressive as a

gimic to get votes as John Fitzgerald Kennedy had used the Pl'l09

in 1960.
!_Foreign Observer's Viewpoint came after the election of 1964.
Michael Davis recounts the first three years of ~on Johnson's
Presidency. Davis attempts to explain L.B.J. as he is seen by the
Europeans. Davis makes no effort to account for his sources. He
wr1 tes a very good general book stating his own opinions.

!

Day in

~

.!!f! !!!_

President Johnson, by Jim Bishop, is the

last of the laudable books about L.B.J. The author states:

I was granted the freedom of the Executive Mansion,
to see whatever I pleased, and to interview secretaries,
servants, and executives, ••• those who regarded Lyndon
Johnson as a genius and those who feared and distrusted
him.6
The

motive for writing is shown when Bishop states:
History already shows that this man has made greater
strides w1 th more legislation in one year than most Presidents achieve 1n a full term in office •
• • • Johnson's scope of power is broader because he
has made it so. He leads a military organization more
powerful than aey other in his history. • • ; he initiates
more legislation than Congress does; he executes what
were only the dreams of former Presidents. (He) •••
has managed to alienate the press and suspicion of faded
intellectuals who see Lyndon Johnson as an ordinary Texan
falling downstairs to success.
The exclusive truth lies somewhere in the confusion
of all activity. To find it, I asked ••• to obtain permission for me to spend a few days in the White House.7

-12-

I DISLIKE LlNDON
Books are written for many reasons.

Books about men re-

count the good in their lives and the bad is usually left in
the shadows.

However, with politicians, this is not the case.

There is necessarily a group of authors whose objective is to

focus their readers• attention to the uncomplimentary actions
of the public figure.

These authors are important in that they

provide a necessary view of the subject which would be left
unexposed.

It is necessary to place their negative evaluations

within the full judgments furnished by all authors.

Taken from

this point of view, these negative works are quite valuable in
our effort to learn about the historical figure.
Most negative and positive works about politicians are
motivated by the coming of campaigns in which they are running.
This is also true of the books about Lyndon Baines Johnson.

!

Texan !Doks _!! Iifndon by J. Evetts Haley was very strong

anti-Johnson campaign literature in 1964.

Haley, a rancher

from Canyon, Texas, had run for Governor in 1956. He is the
author of twelve books of history and biography dealing with
the Southwest.

He states his motive for writing the books

as:

Just at this fateful period in our national life,
as if by diabolical design, there has been thrusted
into a presidential office a man who knows the meaning
and the use of power; not power based on mutual confidence and consent; but the power of political pressure

and of blackmail. Thus, we are faced with illegitimate
power in the hands of a ruthless ruler.
It would therefore seem proper to review the significant stops in this man's life so as to understand how he
rose to preiminent power. Careful consideration of the
records could possibly be of importance to the future of
our country.8
Some of the topics Haley discussed are how L.B.J. stole
the 1948 Senate election, how Johnson made his fortune, LBJ's

association with Billy Sol Estis and Bobby Baker, and other
unfavorable evaluations.
Haley indicates no personal relationship with L.B.Jo

gives no indication of his sources of information.

He

The book

is his own opinioru, and evaluations of Johnson.
Frank L. Kluckhohm wrote two anti-Johnson campaign books:
Igndon•s legacy and !!!!, Inside 2!_ L.B.J.

Kluckhohm was for

almost twenty years a foreign and Washington correspondent for
the!!!!!,~ Times.
posts:

He has also held the following governmental

Advisor to First Secretary of Defense, Special Assistant,

and Assistant Secretary for Security and Consular Affairs (19$51961).

IO.uckhohm held these offices during the Eisenhower years.

He completely agrees with Dulles I foreign and mill tary philosophy;
he is a conservative republican who seriously wanted the Democrats

out of the President's office.
Lyndon's Legacy is highly critical of the Kennedy advisors
who were still in high offices.

As

Kluckbohm puts it:

-14The her!. tage of President Johnson must be examined. • •
It is he who is saddled with precisely the same advisors and
speech writers who urged President Kennedy to change rational
American policies ••• An examination in detail of these and
other pronouncements reveal a dangerous trend for every Amer!.~
can. • • The men who wrote them and thought them up still ·
write, think, and advise his successor today.9

~Inside~!!•~•!!.• is nuckhohn's evaluation of Johnson.
Ha states his reasons for writing the book in tenns of asking various

questions: What kind of man is President Johnson? On the record,
what are his convictions? What makes him ti ck? Here is a comprehensive analysis of the life and times of 4'ndon Johnson promoter-politician, salesman wheeler-dealer.10

In neither book does Kluckhohn indicate
ship to L. B. J.

any

personal relation-

He does not indicate bis sources.

Both books seem

to give his personal views.

!h!, Accidental President by Robert Sherrill was not published
in an election year.

Sherrill states his opinion of L. B. J. openly:

The.first thing we must do - and this is an absolute prerequisite to a better appreciation of Johnson - is admit
that the man is not likeable and that he is in fact,
treacherous, dishonest, ma£!c-aggressive, pretty spoiled,
and above all, - acci.dental.1
SheITill states his motives for writing the book in terms of the
following:
Books have been written about L.B. J. to show how
powerful he is, how complex he is, how sly and nefarious he is. All these points are rather obvious,
but recogniz1~ his power and complexity and slickness
somehow misses what I think is the central points for a
lot of us; namely, whrdo we find him suoh an insufferable
and dangerous fellow? 2

Sherrill has been a reporter for ~Nation since 1965 and has

--------Southwest Bureau of.!!!!!! and

written several articles on L. B. J. for The New York Times.
He was . in Texas as head of the

covered the Billie Sol Estes scandal.

He has served on the

faculties of the University of Texas, Texas .A&M, and the Universityof Missouri.
Sherrill makes many references to newspaper and magazine
articles as well as some politicians as his sources of information.
He denounces every aspect of L.B. J.'s political and personal life.
~

£!.!!. ~

~

Ifndon Baines Johnson by Joachim Joesten is

much like !_ Texan u:>oks

~

qndon.

Joesten states that his

motive for writing the book 1s to counter-balance the volume of
books written by L. B. J. •s men which are trying to protra,y him
as a kingly grandfatber.

He wishes to e:xpose the dark side of

L.B. J.
Igndon Johnson• s Credibility

~

by- James Deakin is quite

different from the other creditable books about Johnson.

The

questions raised in the book deal with Johnson's political
honesty.
Deaken is the Wbi te House correspondent for the ~• u,uis
~-Despatch, and has worked in Washington since 1954.

A graduate

of Washington Uni vers1 ty- in St. Louis, he has published numerous
articles on the Presidency and other aspects of national affairs in

-16Esquire, the~ Republic,

am

other magazines.

I STUDIED LINJX)N

.Authors wr1 te from many .PB~e:cffiives.

From their particular

positions, authors are able to give unique views of their subject.
From the family, friends and enemies, we gain a very close and
often personal views of the man.
public figures.

Another group of men write on

They are less personally involved and their views

come from a more distant perspac.tive•.

These are the men who

observe and study the actions ard policies of the man.

They are

usually outside the power structure and are not involved in carrying out the policies of the public figure.

Because they are writing

about contemporary events it is important to recognize the impact of

their personal views on their judgments. Only time can truly measure
the wisdom of policies.

Yet, these authors who observe and study

the contemporary events of their day bring an important dimension

to the scholars understanding of their subject.
~

Formative Years by Pool, Craddock, and Conrad, deals with

the family history, childhood, and L. B. J. 1 s life as a young man
up to becoming congressman Kleberg•s

Secretary. The book was written

by three professors at L.B. J.•s alma mata,

College at

Southwest Texas State

the suggestion of the college's president.

The sources of the book came from the family scrap book and
records, interviews with childhood friend.a and those who knew
Johnson in his early years.

The book is aimed at discussing "• • •

both human and physical, that shaped the destiny of young Iurndon
Baines Johnson.~~

-17-

The Exercise of Power was written by Rowland Evans and Robert
------Novack., who wrote nationally syndicated column "Inside Report".
Both men are experienced political reporters; Evans worked from
1953-1963 - ?lovack from 1957 to 1963 as polltieal reporters be-

fore starting their own column.

The authors stated their pro-

spective as follows:

Those were the years during which we watched every maneuver
of the majority Leader (L.B. J.) with fascination and no
little admiration., and talked to him regularly on the Senate
floor., in his even more splendid Senate office., and at the
L. B. J. Rench in Texas, where we enjof~d the rich experiences
at his and Mrs. Johnson's hospitalit;r.14
The authors further state that their motives for writing the book

was to "penetrate the inner mechanics of the Senate and the subtle
working of the White House., providing singular insight into the

complex strategies that earned Johnson from the banks of the
Pedernalos to the summit of power".
They attempt to deal with the public person as contrasted to
the private person.

They attempt also to show how Johnson sought,

achieved, and dispensed power, particularly after he became Senate
Democratic Leader in January, 1956, to his early years as President.
The primary source materials for the book came from the authors•
personal observations and more than two-hundred interviews conducted
from January., 1965, to the spring of 1966 specifically for the book.
Those who were interviewed were political allies and enemies.,
present and former aides., high and low goverrment officials., poll tioal
leaders, and close friends.1

>

-18~

Johnson Eclipse by Leonard Baker is a study focusing on

the three years L.B. J. spent as the Vice President of the United
States.

Baker, a Washington correspondent since 1958, explains his

sources as followss
••• First is my experiences as a reporter in Washington;
second is the published material - books, magazine articles,
newspaper stories. The third - and the principal source is a number of persona who consented to irrterviews member~ _of the new Frontier, member s of ~on Johnson's
staff .16

Baker thoroughly covers LBJ's career as Vice President, describing
with sympathy and resonabie objectivity the problems, personal, and
political, which faced Vice President Johnson.
Kennedy

~

Johnson was wr:1. tten by Evelyn Lincoln, who

spent twelve years as personal secretary to John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
She states

11

I have now decided to write about what I saw of the

relationship between Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Johnson because so many
people seem to want to know, and certainly deserve whatever is
available. 1' ~1,-,7
Lincoln explains her pe:rspeeti te- and source material in
stating that from the fall of 1955 sht: kept a daily diary and
careful notes of everything that happened in Mr. Kennedy's office
or when he made trips. .

She recorded all visits, all speeches,

all schedules, and all the details that occupied each day.
In addition, she states "I was in an especially good position
to act as a •sieve' for all information cotning into the office.

-19Reporters, staff members, visitors, members of the .family would
all stop by my desk and keep me -up to the minute on whatever we

were involved in.

Reports, minutes of meetings, letters and memo-

randa would, of course, pass across

my

desk, and I made note of

them in my- diary".18

The scope of uohn Fitzgerald Kennedy and q:ndon Baines
Johnson as stated by the author, Tom Wicker, a reporter for the
~~Times, 1s as follows:

J. F. K., in his pursuit of excellence, and L.B. J., with

his instinctive grasp of power and responsibility, are the
subjects of this book. It is a work of the imagination that
poses an explanation of Kennedy's bitter and disappointing
relationship with Congress, and puts forward the thesis that
the expansion of the war in Vietnam was an almost inevitable
but not entirely planned result of Johnson's succession to
the Presidency.19
Wicker further explains his nature and purpose for writing the
book:
These studies are not documentary records of history or
unassailable truths but imaginative reconstructions of
events. They are efforts to impose, for the sake of wider
understanding, a design and a logic upon those events that
could not possibly have been displayed at the time of their
chaotic unfolding. So that they might be soon seen from a
consistent point of view, the dominant considerations in
these reconstructions have been the characters and personalities and experiences of the participants, acting within
whatever framework the circumstances of the moment might
reasonably have imposea.20
This .Awesome Challenge by Michael Amrine is a report on the
first one hundred days of L. B. J. •s Presidency.

Amrine, a wr1ter

of some experience., has written!.!!!.!_ is Humphrey.,

!!:! Great

Decision,

-20and !,!! !!l ~ ~ !!l. Goodbye.
"The material for this book came from many sources J there

were official statements, press briefings and press conferences,

and eventually we had a coordinated file by subject, of clippings
of news and comments from all lcinds of newspapers, magazines, ani
journals. •<21

Another principal source of information
the White House staff people.

was

interviews with

Notes on these were always recorded

immediately. All these interviews were on a "not-for-attribution"
basis.

Amrine states his motive for writing as being "perhaps to
throw some light on the fountain of democracy, returning dear
and

strong often the 'Winds of the nightmare" 22

-

The Johnson Treatment is the story of how L. B. J. took over

the Presidency and made it his own.

Jack Bell, the author, is the

chief political writer for the Associated Press in Washington and
has been on its staff since 1937. He gives no references as to
his sources.

-

The scope of the Johnson Treatment is much like This

Awesome Challenge.

The content of the book centers on the actions

of Johnson in the early years of his Presidency.
Lyndon _!!. Johnson

~ ~

World, by Philip L. Geyelin, is an

interim report on that aspect of the work of the President which
has stirred more curiosity and controversy than any otherJ how he
approaches foreign affairs and the making of foreign policy are
eff eoti vely treated in this book. The aim is to illustrate and to

-21illuminate rather than to compile a complete chronicle of lgndon
Johnson's dealings with the world. 2)
Geyelin has been a oorrespoment f o r ~ Street Journal
since 1947.

He has reported on foreign policy since the Kennedy

administration.

He covered L.B. J.•s Vice Presidential campaign

in 1960 and has written articles dealing with every aspect of Mr.
Johnson's foreign policy.
Geyelin cli.scusses his source materials in the following
statement:

I

am grateful to the many who contributed their experiences
and accounts and time. But it is no more possible to identify
them here than it is possible to identity those who appear
in ghostly anonym:1. ty in the course of the book i ts131f. In
every case, those referred to regretabl.y, and all too often,
by the time honored resort of the daily journalists as "close
side" or "high officials" or "cli.stinguished observers" are
men living or working somewhere within ~don Johnson's
administration. All of them wish to continue to do so, effectively, whether to the President's profit and the nation's or
in the case of those outside of the government, to t.heir own
profit ... or in some cases, to the profit of all concerned. In
any case, it is in the nature of things, above all in Lyndon
Johnson's Washington, that anonyimity is the price of a
reasonable degree of candor about an incUlll°9~nt President. The
authenticity of those judgements rendered.2ij

LBJ's Inner Circle is a description and discussion of men who
played key roles in Johnson's staff.

Charles Roberts, the author,

is a reporter of considerable experience, having covered the \vbite

House beat for Newsweek for over a decade.

Roberts states,

11

0ne

thing that impress me about the White House after covering three

Presidents there 1s the consistently high caliber of people it
·attracts ••• people who work long hours for them (Presidents),
usually in ebscurity, always under pressure, and often at great

financial sacrifice.e5

Roberta has this to say about his source material i

Inner Circle - though in no sense an "authorized" study
of the Johnson Presidency - would not have been possible
without the cooperation of the President and bis supporting
cast of thinkers and doers. With no assurance of the light
in which they would be portrayed or what conclusions I
might draw, Mr. Johnson and a score of bis advisers at the
cabinet, sub-cabinet, and ~'bite House ~taff levels gave
generously of their time and thoughts.26

!!!!, Tuesday Cabinet by Henry F. Graff discussed the deliberation
During the presidency

and decision on peace and war under Johnson.

of lQndon Johnson each Tuesday the President and his advisers
gathered for lunch and deliberation.

The agenda was always the war

in Vietnam and the related problems coming out of this issue.
Graff, a member of the faculty at Columbia University, was made

aware of these meetings in 1965.

Because he was a professional

historian and had no official or private connection with the LBJ
Presidency, he was allowed to study first hand how LBJ reached bis
decisions about Vietnam.
"The White House simply invited me each time to have conversation with President Johnson and members of the Tuesday Cabinet
about their stewardships of foreign policy.

I was left free to

make whatever notes I cared to and either to write them up for
publication fairly soon as put them in the deep-freeze for the
posthumous papers for 11J11ch later publication.27
The book is the product of his first hand observations, as he
was about from time to time to set in on these meetings, and the
insight brought fron his numerous interviews with the President at
those who were members of t he Tuesday Cabinet.

-23High

~

Foggy Bottom, by Charles Frankel, deals with his

personal observations ani experiences as a lower level official
in the Johnson Administration.

Frankel, a faculty member of the

Columbia School of Philosophy- and Editor-at-Large for the Saturday
Review, has published many art,icles on poll tical and governmental

philosophy in Harpers Magazine, !,h!
and other professional journals.

£!!! !.2.£ Modern~,

~ ~

~ , Time Magazine,

His other books include~

Democratic Prospectives,~~ Anxiety, and

Educators ~~Barbarians.

From 196$ to 1967 Frankel served as

Assistant Secretary of State for Education and CUltural Affairs.

The

objective of this book is to show what it is like to live and work
in the power structure of the government.

The author tries to show

the emotions, anxieties, and joys he observed and felt as a public
servant.

!. ~

Personal Presidency by Hugh Sidey is a sketch of LBJ's

years in the White House.

Sidey 1s book came out of the distillation

of almost two million words he wrote about IJ3J over the years as
a Washington correspondent.

The author states "I have studied him

as intensely as I have studied any man on the national scene.

is not an authorized volume.
White House or of Johnson.

This

No special favors were aaked of the
None were grantedn.28

. -24~

Tragedy ~ Ifndon Johnson was written by Eric F. Goldman.

Goldman earned his Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins University in history.

He has taught at Princeton since 1940 where in 1962 he was named
Rollins Professor of History atxl McCash Fellow.

Elected President

of the .Amer.lean Historical Association, Goldman has written :t'ive
widely read books.
From December, 1963 to September, 1966, Goldman served ss a
special consultant to the President:

I simply worked in the White House, was part of its life
and 1 ts atmosphere, dealt with the President and First
Lady when the task called for it, and sometimes saw them
on special social occasions • • • •! heard a great deal
of what was going on in connection with matters big and
small.29
Goldman explains his motive for writing in that the LBJ

Presidency as a human story was intensely interesti~ to him.
Moreover, according to Goldman, otlly the most cloddish person
could work in the atmosphere of the White House without a considerable heightening of his sense of responsibility to his
nation.

More and more, the Johnson Presidency appeared to

Goldman not only as an intriguing tale. With the center of
things being done and said - some by the President and some by
his critics - life at the White House was thoroughly disturbing

for Goldman.
The volume rests on the kinds of sources., printed manuscript and oral, to which historians naturally turn, and
of course on the knowledge resulting from my service in

the 'White House.JO

The volume that emerges is, in a basic respect,
history. It treats most of the main events of the LBJ
Pre!:Jidency during 1963-1966, when I was in Washington,
and 1 t connects this period with remaining years of the
Johnson Administration. Yet the book is as much in
tradition of the memoir as of history. In many instances,
the allocation of space and of emphasis are determined
not by relative significance of occurances but my own
interests and first hand knowledge. )1
~

Hail, ~ Farewell is a year-by-year account of the

Johnson Presidency.

Louis Heren, the author, was from 1956

to 1960 the chief co:tTespondent for the Times in Germany.

In

1961 he became the chief correspondent and is now their American Editor.

He was given the Hannen Swaffer Internation Award

of the year, prize in 1967, which is equalled to the U.

s.

Pulitzer Prize.
Reren gives the point of view and scope of the book in stating,

"Johnson entered the office of the Presidency unnoticed and alone,
and five years later he retired from office again with no hail and
farewell.

The nation seemed only too glad to get rid of him, to

see him return to Texas where the assassin's bullets had literally
shot him into the 'White House. What happened in between is the
subject of this book. 1132~

Johnson's Boy was written by Alfred steinberd.

Steinberd. 1

a reporter who has covered Capitol Hill for over twenty years, has

----

------ ----· - -

written several other books including The Man From Missouri, Mrs. R.,
~ ~

_ ,_

!!!_ !2!! Conley~ and others. The author became acquainted

with L. B. J. 'When he was assigned to interview Johnson shortzyafter he became Majority Whip.

In discussing his sources, Stein-

berd states "The chief source of material for this book came from
direct talks I had with hundred.a of persons - Texas, non-Texans,
politicians arxi non-politicians - whose lives at one time or
another were interwined with that of Iqndon Johnson. 11 33
The most comprehensive and by far the best· researched of any
biography to date,

~

Johnson's

Boy is highzy- critical of L. B.

J.

The book views the Eastern establishment that did not respect the
background and personal style of LBJ.

But even so, there is an

obvious and well done effort to document the materials found in
this book.

I .AM LINDON
There are six books which may be said to have been wr1 tten
by L.B.

J. Of t hese, four are collections of his speeches, and

essays which publishers have put together to show how he felt and
what be had to say on particular issues.
~ Hope ~ .America was published in

1964. The book is ob-

viously meant tor the voters in an election year.

Ramom House

gathered quotations in which L.B. J. stated hie objectives and
hopes for his up coming full term as President.

this book, Johnson wri tea:

In the Preface to

-27••• All the rest - the power and wealth, the life of freedom and hopes for peace, the treasured past and the uncertain future - will stand or fall on this. Reality rarely

matches dreams. But only dreams give nobility to purpose.
This is the star I hope to follow - which I know most of
you have seen an~1~hich I first glimpsed many years ago in
the Texas night. ·"""

! !!.!!!!. !.2.£. Action,

The book is a oollection of speeches and 1rJri.tings made

material.
by L.B.

also published in 1964, was campaign

J., desigr.ed to present the principal expressions of his

views in the high offices he had occupied since he became the
Democratic ~ader in the Senate in 1953.

All the speeches and

writings are given in full as they were written or delivered.
Selections are given in chronological order except for the first
one, which is the st tement of L.B. J.•s political philosophy.
~

America is an effort to portray in a piotoral presentation

the problems to which L.B. J.•s Great Society programs addressed

themselves.

Random House chose statements made by L. B. J. describ-

ing the nature of the problems arxi the philosophy of the Great
Society.

Photographs were then chosen to illustrate these state-

To Hea1 and to Build is the last of this type of
It is
-------different in that Johnson
no authority
the contents of
book.

had

the book.

over

Edited by MacOregor Burns and published by MaCraw Hill

Book Company, this book is a collection of speeches and essays
in which Ln B. J. set the directions of his Administration and

..28outlined proposed programs.
with a particular topic.

The messages are grouped that deal

A .forward was written by an eminent

figure associated with each topic.

This is a very complete re-

port on the programs of the L.B. J. Presidency.

!E!. Choices

~ ~ i s L. B. J. •s first public statement

after leaving the White House.

In it he reflects on the problems

and accomplishments of his Presidency.
bis recommendations for the future.

L.B. J. also presents

The material from which the

book evolved is a series of essays L. B. J. wrote for Encyclopedia
Britan:1.ca.
~

by

Vantage Point 1s quite different from the other books

L.B. J.

essays.

The other books are collections of speeches and

!!!. Vantage

Point is the same type of book every other

modern President has written if he lives long enough.

In it L. B. J.

gives his account of the events of bis Aaministration from his
own perspactive •

!!!!_ Vantage Point is the only L. B. J. worlc

which he intended for publication as a book.

The book follows a rough chronological sequence in that
topics discussed follow a general time line.

However, L. B. J. •s

prime interest is in the discussion of the important events of his
Presidency.

Of the sixty odd books written dealing with L. B. J. almost
half are of little scholarly value.

Because of the nature of their

sources, presentation, or content, these books have been classified
as not being relative to this study.

The author, :publisher, and

year of publication and a short summary of the scope are off'ered
to aid future scholars in not becoming involved in searching for
these books unless they pertain to their speoif'io research
interests.

Quotations From Chairman L. B.

J.,

edited by J aok Shepherd

and Christopher S. Wren was published by Simon and Schuster,

New York, in 1968.

The small red covered book is made to re-

semble the Red Book carried by the Red Guard of China.
contains quotations ot L. B. J.

The book

The various remarks and document-

ation give aver., critical impression of the subject.
~

Quotable Lyndon ~- Johnson; edited by Sarah H. Hayes,

was p-.ibllshed by Drake House of Anderson, South Carolina in
1968.

Unlike the former work, this book presents a very favorable

analysis of Johnson.

In her introduction, Mrs. Hayes states,

••Hopefully, this collection of quotations summarize and embodies
the politics, philosophy, and thought of President Lyndon B.
Johnson. n 3$

-30~ Johnson Wit, edited by Frances

s.

Leighton, and published

by the Citadel Press of New York in 1965, presents, in 1tself, an
astoundingly fresh and funny view of Lyndon Johnson as an American
President.

'.!'.2.!

Johnson Humor, edited by Bill Allen and published by

Simon and Schuster of New York in 1965 are two collections of
humorous stories and quotations atributed to L.B. J.
L. B. J. All the Way, published by I.onestar Publishing
Company of Texas in 1962, is the earliest collection of cartoons
depicting Johnson.

Heyl Heyl L. B. J. l by Scott Long, published by Ken Sorenson
Printing Company of Minneapolis., Minnesota, in 1969, is a collection

of Scott wng•s cartoons which appeared in the Minneapolis Tribune.
The Lo~ cartoon used political sattire in pointing

to the various

headaches which plagued Johnson's Presidency.
L. B. J. Lampooned, by Rosenblum Sig and Charles Austin was
published by Cobble Hill Press of New York in 1968.

It is also

a collection o:f poll tical cartoons ribbing L. B. J.
Dear President Johnson by Bill Adler, illustrated by Charles
M. Schultz, and published by William Marrow and Company of New
York in 1964, is a collection of cartoons of children and advice
they might have given L.B. J.

-31The L. B. J. Coloring Book, by Noman Miller, illustrated by
Cal Massey, and published by the Gem Publishing Company of Philadel-

phia in 1964 is another collection of cartoons telling how things
are in the White House !rom Rim's point of view.

Him is the

Johnson's Beagle.
L. B. J. 1s Texas La:ugh, by Joey Adams, published by Frederick

Fell Incorporated of New York in 1964 is a short book which pokes

fun at ~don Johnson.
L. B. J. Country by Bill Porterfield, published by Doubleday
and Company of Garden City, New York, combines a pictorial account

of some interesting hill country history as well as a vi~ of
L. B. J. 1 s neighborhood and some neighbors• comments about him.
A President's Country, edited by Jack Magtliro, published by

Alcalde Press of Austin, Texas, is not a story about L. B. J.
but is a story of the hill country.
L. B. J. s

His Home and Heritage, edited by R. Kay McKinney,

published by Anchor Publishing Company of San Angelo, Texas, in

1964, is a campaign pictorial presentation on the life of L.B. J.
This book presents a very favorable view of the President.
The Picture History of ly'rxlon Baines Johnson, edite4 by
Bernard Bard, published by the Lion Press of New York in 1966
covers the full span of Johnson's life.

given of Johnson.

A favorable view is

-32Meet L. B.

J.,

edited by Don Maclean and published by Robert

L. Ramey in 1964 is another picture biography presenting favorable

views of Johnson.
The Johnson Story, edited by Jack Podell and published by
Macfadden-Bartell Corporation of New York in 1964, is a magazine
campaign biography which favors L.B. J.
Gooa'bye Igndon, by Kent and Phoebe, published by Pelican

Printing Company of New Orleans in 1964 is another piece of
campaign literature.

The magazine is a collection of uncomplementary

pictures which give a very unfavorable image of Johnson.
Are Texans Free? by J. Vame Hoagland and published by J.
Vance Hoagland of Fort Worth, Texas, in 1964, and!!.• B. J. 2 A
Political Biography, published by Liberty IDbby of Washington
D.

c.

in

1964 are anti-Johnson campaign pamphlets. Both discuss

the questions resulting from the

1948 Senatoral election dispute.

Other topics discussed are the means by which L.B. J. made his
fortune, L. B. J. 1 s dealing and connections w1 th Bobby Baker and
Billie Sol Estes.

Both pamphlets are highly critical of L.B. J.•s

political skill and honesty.
Mah Name is Lyndon by Harvey Einbinder and published by Lady
Bird Press of New York in 1968 is a play which "explores the
tragic failures of ]qndon Johnson to solve the Vietnam problem. 11 J6

-33Mark Twain and Iyrndon B. Johnson by Cyril Climens and

published by Mark Twain Journal of Kirkwood, Missouri in 1967,
is a short 23-page pamphlet discussing L.B. J.•s admiration £or
the wr1. ting of Mark Twain and friendly notes exchanged between

L.B. J. and Twain.
Iyrndon1 Goodbye, by Oaisere, and published by Exposition
Press of New York in 1968 is a collection of interviews that
"represent a fairly accurate cross-section of present day thought
in America C!)DCerni.ng our beloved President, bis Administration,
the national scene, and the war in Vietnam n. 'J-7 The author further
states:

It is the hope of this report that valid conclusions can
be drawn from the remarks of those interviewed and that
these persona though they must remain forever unkoown to
the Public (because of the confidential nature of the
statements, names have been changed to protect the
innocent), will inspire all devoted Americans to witness
to the world this country' a example of humanitarianism to
proclaim the death of injustice and to reaffim their
dedication to the ongoing life.36
In reality Oaisere•s book is anti-Johnson and anti-Vietnam
literature.

Those who favored the war sound like a confused

General Bullmoose; those who oppose the war sound like inspired

oricals of the good fairy.
My Years in the White House Doghouse, by Ralph Schoenstein

and published by David White of New York in 1969 is a book which

came about by his first book's rejection.

As Schoenstein states

"I was the rejected biographer of President Johnson's dogs" .39
The author, a free lance writer, was approached to write a book
and play about a child •s adventurous encounters with LBJ and his

dogs.

Because it was feared it would embarrass LBJ, Liz Carpenter

blocked the book• s publication.

This book is the humorous account

of how the first book was written and rejected,
As the author states, "Here, then, is my footnote to history,
the story of my intimate and prl.vileged relationships with a

beagle, and a collie, and the moat powerful President who ever
tossed a bone.nhO
A Day at the LBJ Ranch by Sam Savitt and published by Random

House of New York in 1965 is a juvenile book about a boy and girl
who take a horse-back ride with LBJ at his ranoh.
Lyndon Baines Johnson by Helen D. Olds, published by G. P.
Putnam ta Som, .of New York in 1965, and The Story of pdon B.
Johnson by Shirlee P. Nawman and published by the Winsminster
Press of Philadelphia are both juvenile.biographies of L.B. J.

CHAPTER III
THE JOHNOON POWER TECHNIQUES

In all descriptions of Lyndon Johru,on one word is always
used - powerful.

L. B. J. was a man who understood the power

structure of .American politics.

Through hie political skills

and mastery of techniques of power, Johnson was able to in-

fluence the legislative branch of the government.
Authors who wrote about Johnson observe his power techniques
from many points of view.

That they said about the power techniques

used by one of the greatest masters of legislative politics in
American history will determine his image in that history.

Because

of the complex nature of Johnson, history will never fully urderstand the techniques he used.

From the observations of the con-

temporary biographers, this study will attempt to answer the following
questions:
1.

According to contemporary biographers., what were the
techniques used by Johnson to win legislative support?

2.

According to contemporary biographers, what were the
techniques used by Johnson to deal with his staff?

These questions will be examined from the four prospectives from
which Johnson's contemporary biographers saw him.

TECHNIQUES OF WINNING LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT

Lyndon Johnson was a master of winning support from Congress

for his legislative programs.

His success in this area brought

the limelight of public attention on him and made him a figure in

national politics.

Of the books written by the friends and family,

only one gives much attention to t he power techniques LBJ used in
the legislature.
William

s.

'White, a newspaper man and Johnson's lo~time

friend, observed that as he moved through his poll tical career,

Johnson became a political pragmatist.

White states that Johnson

became ~. _ • .more and more convinced that a poll tics of rationallsn
was not only the sensible man's position, but also an indispensable

requirement for effective American govermentn.l

White also

explains that 1 t was an important part of LBJ I s power technique to
operate "in such a manner as to_.leave the fewest possible scars
and frustrations so that what has at length been agreed upon in

strife and struggle may at last be operativen.2
In his effort to win legislative support, Johnson's techniques
of persuasion became famous.

One Washington newspaper woman descr.lbed

it as "an incredibly potent mixture of persuasion, badgering, flattery,
threats, reminders of past favors and future advantages.

It accounts

for Johnson's enormous effectiveness in a small room with a small

group".3

-31Wbi te explains the mechanics of LBJ's persuasion tecbntques
as being:

••• At first the sole concern is to draw his (the man who
is the target for Johnson's persuasion techniques) considerations totally- and irrevocably away from the worst possible
solution. This he will do by calmly and deliberately throwing
them intellectually off balance, a process of which he is a
master, combining both high audacity on his pa.rt and understanding of his views. 4
IBJ is said to have spent many years building up a bank of
poll tical debts.

White explains that 11 There was hardly a man on

the Democratic side who did not owe him a debt of graditude for

a small kindness at the right time or a vital kindness at a
desperately necessary time" .5
An important insight about how LBJ used this techntque is

related by ·white when he observes that "Lines of loyalty and
affection and of respect - of such are the made the irresistible
ammunition in poll ti cal wars.

And Johnson has always known not

only how to use t hem, but demands nothing of any man - certainly
nothing in any way demeaning to his self respect 11 • 6
White further observed that Johnson did not use this power
technique

11

on small issues•

The thing at issue must be national

or international in scope - a major bill or a question of public

policyn.7
White swmnar:1.ze s his views of LBJ •s philosophy on the use of

political" power in stating 11for American po~tics s re not Balkan

politics.

The soul purpose is to def eat the enemy, but never to

disgrace and destroy him; ••• the true purpose of politics is
performance; it is not disparagement end it is not punishment
or revenge • • • politics is action but it is not civil war.
war only comes when this truth is forgotten.

Civil

Lyndon Baines

Johnson understands this to perf'ection 11 .8
.Another prospective on LBJ comes from the authors who liked
him.

Michael Davie is such an author.

He explains that "one of

the keys to Lyndon Johnson is that he is a perfectio~ist - a
perfectionist in the most imperfect art in the world ••• He has
a passion for detail and a mastery for detail.

Before making

decisions, Johnson gathers all the information - he wants to

know every point of viewJ and he insists on making every decision
he can himself" .9
Kurt Singer, who also liked Johnson, revealed his view of

why Johnson was so successful when he quotes Ex-Governor Shivers,

Johnson's old opponent, as stating that "IQndon is a believer in
the old axom that you catch more flies with honey than vinegar,
and believe me, he's quite a f!y-cstcher.

When someone attacks

him, the next day he starts working on him, and if he doesn't
win him over, at least he neutralizes himn . lO
Singer also felt that Johnson's use of humor was an important
aspect in his persuasion technique.

Singer states that "Johnson's

-39sense of hUJllor has paved many rough roads, won him many friends;
he tells a yarn to prove a point, with a boyish, disarming honesty, a unique kind of youthful exuberance.

A great deal of

shear corn coupled w1 th old-fashioned sentimentality creep into
his stories and jokes, but through it shines loyalty and integri tyn.11
Newlon, another author who liked Johnson, states that the
real genious of Johnson's power techniques was that "senators,
who through their opinions were poles apart, suddenly found
themselves in agreement, usually with the Johnson view point".12
Just as there were authors who liked LBJ, so were there
others who disliked him.

Kluckhohm, one of these critical

authors, observed that "LBJ knows that he is at his best with
individuals and small groups, particularly where he holds control of the conversation.

His ability to project personality

and charm is superb under such conditions 11 .13
Robert Sherrill gives the following description of Johnson's
persuasion techniques
In private consultationa, at least half o:f his persuasion comes from gripping the other person's arm,
patting his knee, hugging him, poking his chest,
whispering at touch distance into his ear, shoving
his face until the warmth of his breath can be
felt.14

Another critical author, James Deakin, states that a
fundamental aspect of LBJ's power technique is surprise.
According to Deakin "no one knows what he (LBJ) is going to
do until he pulls the rabbit out of the hat.

The opposition

is kept off balance - it cannot mount effective counter
attacks 11 • 15

Of the four perspectives, the largest group by number
and in many ways the most reliable are the authors who studied
and observed Johnson.

Hugh Sidney, a long time journalist,

states:

Essential to Johnson's managerial technique was man-toman persuasion. It had been his forte in the Senate and
in .tact, the only way to operate tellingly in that
secretive atmosphere. Johnson could not persuade effectively on a broad front. His Senate speeches were unmoving .16
Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, in their book, describe
the _Johnson persuasion technique, "the treatment," as it came

to be called, in terms that it could last ten minutes or four
hours.

It came enveloping its target, at the LBJ cloakroom or

on the floor of the Senate itself - wherever Johnson might
find a fellow Senator within his reach.

Its tone could be

accusation, exuberance, scorn, tears, complaints, the hint
of threatJ it was all of these together.

human emotions.

It ran the gamut of

Its velocity was breathtaking, and it was all

-41in one direction.

11

He (Johnson) moved in close, his face

mere millimeters from his target, his eyes widening and
naITowing. • • From him poured clippings, memos, statistics,

mimicry, humor, and genious of analogy making the treatment
an almost hypnotic experience and rendered the target stunned

and helpleesn. 17
As a Senate Leader, LBJ became famous for his ability to

win a majority to support his legislative programs.

Jack Bell

describes how he saw the Senate operate under Johnson's leadership.

He states:

Johnson's accomplishments did not come easy in the
Senate • • • The Senate is not by nature a cohesive
body. It is made up of individuals who have as
much right as any ~olleague to assert themselves.
An individual senator's political needs come first.
If they do not clash with the party's, well and good;
but if there is such a collision, party leaders •••
usually have to look elsewhere for the votes they
need.
·

It was in such situations that Johnson emibi~ed a
keen insight into human nature and ~§bill ty not
only to judge men but to juggle them.
Goidman., the professor brought in by LBJ to be a link

between bis Administration and the so-called intellectuals,
explains the reason for LBJ's success as a legislative leader.
"Johnson had taken the trouble of accumulating political debte.
His long-time power in Congress and his years in the top echelon
of the Democratic party had placed in his hands a tranendous
nmnber of IOU's". 1 9

Charles Roberts adds that "Johnson seldom forgets favors -

those done for him as well as by him.

A Democratic congressman

nth a record of solid support • • • or one who had voted right

in the clutches, even when it hurt, can expect lots of attention;
a foot-dragger can expect poor committee assignments and 11ttle

elsen.20
Hugh Sidney gives this summary- of Johnson's power techniques
for winning legislative support:
The legislative proce sat which Johnson had so excelled
was one of consultation. This was at the heart of the
Johnson genius. He saw more people t han any other man
in the Senate. He quoted Isiah •come now and let us
reason together• constantly. He listened patiently to
the wantings of the hostile. He had funny Hill Country
stories for the glum, and always he made the men in hie
presence think they were very special, that they had been
in the very center of things and their counsel was held
in high esteem. It is amazing what this kind of quiet
flattery - and special attention to a Senator's political
needs - can do. The sharp edges of dissent fade. The
voices of doubt tend to grow quiet. Johnson homogerd.zed
the Senate. He hated controversy beneath him and arourxi
him, and he also disliked divisive views, which he often
mistook for anarchy; and so he sought through his endless
consultations to make all men think alike, or reasonably
so. And when all the necessary work bad been done in bis
office, he strode to the floor where he conducted the
final voting spectacle.21

-43TECHNIQUES OF STAFF MAN.AGEMENT

Every effective leader must have a comfident staff to
carry out his policies.

Each executive has his own techniques

for handling his people and arranging the power structure with-

in his staff organization.

Each executive team has oharacterist1.cs

which make it different from the staff of other executive teams.
How contemporary writers view LBJ •a methods of handling and
organizing his staff, as well as the kinds of men he chose, will

be the topic for this section of this investigation.

This topic

will be examined from the four preepecti ves from which the contemporary wr1ters saw LBJ.
The authors who were close to Johnson observe that in
general he treats his men "as valued subordinates but quite
clearly subordinates. n22

Christian states that LBJ was in

compleate control of his staff organization.

11

Johnson was not

observed to delegating authority when he had to; but he left
little doubt as to who was to make the important decisions.
In brief, he ruled".23
According to 'White, the key charact eristic LBJ ~anted in a
man was one ''who can deliver the goods when he wants them

delivered• • • n24 Christian states t hat in handling men, Johnson
"could be rough, he could terrify, he could explain himself in
terms no one could forget.

He could also be generous to a fault

-4L,and exceptionally kind to those around bimn.2$

Even authors who liked Johnson recognize how demanding he
was.

In Davie's book, a member of Johnson's White House staff

explains that when Johnson gets wound up "he gets rid of his
head of steam by going for his subordinates. He builds up this
tremendous energy inside himself, and aometbi~ has to go. Who-

ever is nearest - male or female - gets the blast.

appreciate the effect on other people's feelings.

He doesn't

He will

bawl the ass off anyone - I mean anyone - at1d he can use quite

violent languagen.26
Haley, one of the authors who disliked Johnson, asserts
that "when anybody 1s high

be sure he is the best.

in

Johnson•a organization, you can

Lyndon hasn •t got a bum working for

him.n27
The nuthora who studied and observed Johnson generally
agree that the basis of LBJ's philosophy of staff operations

is "when you have something to do, don •t sit there.

Do 1t,

and do it fastn. 28 Early in his career, Johnson earned a
reputation as a slave driver with his help.

He kept his crew

working evenings and weekends, and he had blistering words for
those who failed to measure up to his standards.

Goldman explains why Johnson's techniques worked.
LBJ exercised the full rights of the feudal lord;
he did not forget the duties. He gave responsibility
and genuine personal concern to human beings around
him. The reason that the chaos of the White House
did not often have serious consequences is that basically Lyndon Johnson ran everything; to do this, he ga-ve
of himself proflidately. Not only the grinding hours
of two shii'ts a day, but a hercelean readiness to take
on any task at any time. He may have tough lashed his
aides but he also lauded them, not only lavishly but
sincerely, particularly when outsiders criticized them.29
Goldman felt that the characteristics of LBJ•s staff was
that "above all the Johnson men were Johnsonian in that they
were noni.deological activists.

Some had background of emotional

reformists; others, more than a flirtation with Chamber of
Commerce crusading.

By the time they reached the White House,

there was not a passionate liberal conservative among them.
All had gone through a blunting of ideology; all, in their
mental outlook were pragmatists.

With one exception, they were

Texans; and they were Texans not only in a geographical sense.

They bad the standoffishness toward the Northeast, marking so
many from that state. nJO

For the most part, the Johnson men were on the liberal
side of major issues.
how it could be solved.

Their habit was to see a problem and ask
This meant 11what is the sensible, e.ffeeti ve

solution"? It also llleant, what will the existing line-up of
political forces in the country permit? In twentieth century

,

America the workable
solution to most problems has been the
.

-46liberal or quasi-liberal one, and the political spectrum has
favored the national leader who follows the New Deal, Far Deal,
New Frontier tradition.

With seasoned practicality and enormous

energyJ and without fervor, the Johnson men generally took the
liberal path.

At the bottom, what tied together the Johnson White House leader and aides - was a zest in getting problems solved, and

solved quickly.

Late in Spring of 1964, the President was asked

whether it was not strange that he, urging -sweeping liberal
programs, had so close to him men associated in the past with a

sharply different world.

"I don't pick them as conservatives

or liberals or anything," ~don Johnson replied.

"I picked

them as men who know how to get things done.n)l The Johnson
men knew how,

am

they were getting things done.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCilJSION
The problems investigated 1n this thesis are the various
affects that authors• perspectives have on the insights found
in contemporary biographies.

I have chosen the topic of

Johnson's power techniques to determine what (if any) relationship the authors• perspectives have on the insights found in
these contemporary biographies.
The questions this investigation has sought to answer are:
What do contemporary biographers say are t he power techniques
used by Johnson to win legislative support? and What do contemporary authors say were the power techniques used by Johnson
in handling his staff?

The scope of the study includes thirty-

f our biographies which are of a serious and scholarly nature.

All unscholarly books about Johnson were excluded.
The hypothesis of this investigation is that by choosing
an aspect of a world leader's career and investigating the full
scope of the accounts left by contemporary authors, scholars will
learn much of the personal nature and personality of the world

leader as the contemporary writers find relevant to their own
personal perspectives.

-48In summary, it appears that contemporary biographers give
broad coverage of Johnson's life.

The insir·hts found in each

perspective e.re what would be expected.
of Johnson present a complementary view.

The friends and family
They are particularly

useful in that they reveal much of the personal information about
Johnson as recounted by contemporary writers.

Surprisingly, on

the whole, they t.end to be fairly objective in recounting both
the good and bad aspects of Johnson's personal nature.
point out that Johnson was a p2 agm.atist.

They

He was, according to

the friends and family, a diligent etudent of the techniques

of power, but he was reasonable in how he exercised his power.
These authors also recognize that Johnson was a man who was
very tempe:rmental.

He had great and sudden fits of depression

as well as of exuberance.
his famous temper.

He is known for the explosions of

And yet, in times of crises, Johnson was

able to remain poised and effective.

The biographers who liked Johnson tend to give the view
that Johnson himself wished to be remembered.

They recount

his record of political leasership, and service.
attention is given to how Johnson operated.

Not much

They explain and

justify Johnson's policies and career.
The biographers who disliked Johnson concentrate their
efforts primarily on incidents that cast doubt on Johnson's
legitimate right to bold office as well as his illegitimate
use of power.

They explain negative aspects of Johnson's

-49power techniques and personality.

The effect of personal bias

is very evident in the views given by both authors who liked

and disliked Johnson.

By far the most comphrensive group of writers were thos
who studied and observed Johnson.

These authors tend to write

only on the particular aspects of Johnson I s career for which
they are qualified.
newspapermen.

This group is dominated by journalists and

The sources of these writers include observations

coupled with their interviews with Johnson and his staff, as well
as documents and reports available at the time.
fill in the gaps left by the first three groups.

They tend to
They are somewhat

more sophisticated in their explanations of Johnson's policies and
techniques.
Through these four perspectives, scholars will have a fairly
comphrensive contemporary account of Johnson's career and personality•

It is obvious that these authors lack the perspective

time and time alone brings.

Only through the events which will

become history can Johnson's leadership and policies be judged.
These authors, to be sure, can only guess about that.

However,

they are the only sources history will have that might answer
questions such as what kind of man was I¥ndon Johnson and what
were the power techniques Johnson used.

]'or questions such as

these, contemporary biographers are legitimate sources.
Contemporary writers conclude that the key to Johnson's
power techniques for winning legislative support lay in what
has been called the "Johnson treatment".

The foundation of

this power technique lay in the large volumes of personal and

political debts owed to Johnson by many legislators.

Another

aspect of the power technique was the highly effective method
in which Johnson used the powers of his political office.
himself was the most important factor in the treatment.

He
Con-

temporary biographers state that Johnson had a genius for
knowing how to judge and handle men.

They claim he always

knew what personal or political carrot to dangle in front of
a ballcy legislator.

Contempo~ biographers also point out

that this method is effective only in small groups.

They

stat6 that this technique tends to build up resentment by
those who are jealous of power and those who felt this political
bribery and blackmail method was dangerous to the democratic
system.
The primary concern of contemporary authors is that all
of Johnson's power techniques were getting the job done.
These authors state that this was especially true of the
techniques he used in handling his staff.

Johnson was de-

manding of his staff; he required long working hours, effeciency,

loyalty, and total dedication to his policies and to himself.
Contemporary wri tera credit Johnson for attracting highly
capable men around him.

The people high in J ohnaon •s power

structure were called on to do a number of different jobs.
This fairly unstructured organization allowed Johnson to
put the best people on the most urgent matters with ease.
Contemporary authors criticize Johnson for his cruel treatment
of his staff members.

They do state, however, that Johnson

tried to make up for this by acts of extreme generousity and
personal concern.

As was with his legislativ~ power technique,

the central factor of this technique was Johnson himself. He
liked to make every decision.

According to contemporary writers,

nothing was done by the Johnson staff without bis personal
consent.
In conclusion, I accept the hypothesis that by studying
the full scope of contemporary authors• perspectives, scholars
may learn much of the nature and personality of an historic
figure.

This is so, however, provided that there is complete

and broad coverage of the historic figure's life recounted by
competent contemporary authors.
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